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Hand crafted architectural hardware 
designed to enhance the sensory 
experience and small details of interior 
spaces. The collection includes a range of 
handmade ceramic hooks in three surface 
glaze options. 

Suitable for both interior and exterior 
applications, the robust wall hooks are 
available in three heights and three different 
glaze finishes.  All pieces are supplied with 
stainless steel fixings, powder coated to 
colour match the glaze finish. 

ANCHOR
WALL HOOK

COVER: 8820 WALL HOOK IN SATIN CHARCOAL 
GLAZE WITH CUSTOM TILE SURROUND 
THIS PAGE: 12420 WALL HOOK IN  
SPECKLED WHITE GLAZE



THANK YOU!

Thanks for inquiring about a product 
from our handmade architectural 
hardware range. Our products are 
designed, produced, assembled and 
packaged in Melbourne, Australia, often 
with support and services from other 
local businesses. Your ongoing support 
helps to keep small scale design and 
production based businesses like 
Anchor alive and well in Australia.

 
15420 WALL HOOK IN SAGE GREY GLAZE 
WITH CUSTOM TILE SURROUND



15420 Large Wall Hook
155mm height approx.

8820 Small Wall Hook
86mm height approx.

12420 Medium Wall Hook
124mm height approx. 



ON THE HANDMADE

Our products are handmade - really handmade. 
We extrude the clay by hand, cut and shape each 
piece by hand, load and unload the kiln by hand, 
and glaze by hand. Whilst we seek excellence 
in every sense of the word, the handmade 
framework we operate within results in a finished 
product with inherent fluctuations in size, finish 
and colour. We believe this gives each item a 
subtle richness that is only achievable through 
this kind of intensive making process. 

WEAR AND TEAR

Our products are made with a stoneware clay 
body that is high fired to 1280 degrees C. This 
high firing process makes for a product that 
is strong, vitreous and robust. It is however, 
important to remember that ceramic will chip or 
crack if knocked firmly enough with another hard 
item. Clean with warm soapy water and a soft 
cloth to maintain the glaze finish. 

FIXING AND FITTINGS

Wall hooks are supplied with two stainless steel 
screws, the heads of which are powder coated to 
integrate with the glaze finish of the ceramic. As 
the name suggests, powder coating is a process 
that applies a coating of paint colour to the 
surface of a metallic item.  

Whilst this process provides a robust surface 
coating, it can be prone to chipping and 
scratching so be mindful of this and protect the 
powder coated surface when fixing the screws.

Screw spec: 6G 1 1/2” Pan head / Phillips slot  
304 grade stainless steel. Powder coated head.

Wall hooks are designed to be installed vertically 
with the body of the hook pointing up and down. 
This ensures that the weight of the item being 
hung is directed down and along the longest 
length of the fitting. A horizontal installation 
will place undue pressure on the hook and, 
depending on the weight of the item being hung, 
may cause the hook to break. In the same context, 
be mindful with the amount of weight applied to 
the wall hooks and do not over tighten the screws 
when fixing to the wall.

Ensure the wall hooks are attached to a wall or 
material with adequate capacity to support both 
the weight of the hook and the items you intend 
to hang. If in doubt, seek professional trade advice 
to help with your installation.

TO ORDER

hello@anchorceramics.com or +61 413 456 981

Please specify the height and glaze finish when ordering. 
Generally wall hooks can be dispatched on a 3-4 week lead 
time. Larger orders may require longer lead times. 

GLAZE FINISHES

SPECKLED WHITE
GLAZE CODE 080

SATIN CHARCOAL
GLAZE CODE 079

SAGE GREY
GLAZE CODE 078




